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The European Strategy outcome 
´ A huge combined effort of the theory and experimental particle physics communities during the last 

5 years led to several proposals for new collider (and non-collider) projects at CERN and elsewhere  

19/5/22Monica D'Onofrio, HEP meeting2

• Beyond HL-LHC, an electron-positron Higgs and 
electroweak factory is certainly considered as the next 
big priority, followed by a future high-energy hadron 
collider with 100 TeV c.o.m. energy  

• R&D efforts should be focused on advanced accelerator 
technologies (high-field magnets, plasma wakefield
acceleration, bright muon beams, energy recovery linacs) 

CERN-ESU-015-2020 Update European Strategy.pdf

• The Future Circular Collider (FCC) is the long-term 
project CERN is pushing for, comprising of
• stage 1: FCC-ee (Z, W, H, tt̅) as Higgs factory, electroweak & 

top factory at highest luminosities
• stage 2: FCC-hh (~100 TeV) + FCC-eh (through implementation 

of an Energy Recovery Linac (ERL) for electron beam) as natural 
continuation at energy frontier, with ion option

Lot of documents already produced, with substantial Liv contributions 
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FCC in UK
FCC activities towards FCC are getting organised:

´ Proformas presented to PPAP and taken into account for 
preparation of the PP roadmap 

3 national representatives, one for each collider configuration:

´ FCC-ee: Guy Wilkinson

´ FCC-hh: Andy Pilkington 

´ FCC-eh: Uta Klein

ECR forum to get feedback from Early Career Researches:
´ Cristiano Sebastiani as one of the co-organisers 
´ First meeting last month: https://indico.cern.ch/event/1145735/

Although far in time, preparation for a future collider must start
now and in a synergic way, starting from consolidation of the 
physics case to R&D on detector and accelerator technologies

19/5/22Monica D'Onofrio, HEP meeting3

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1066234/

Organised by Liverpool although 
ultimately online

https://www.ukri.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/STFC-210322-PPAP-2021-Roadmap.pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1145735/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1066234/


Physics at the FCC @ Liverpool 

19/5/22Monica D'Onofrio, HEP meeting4

Higgs invisible @ FCC-ee (Andy, Nikos)

diHiggs + DM @ FCC-hh (Matt, Carl, Cristiano, Monica) 
Higgs and BSM @ FCC-ep (Uta, Max, Monica, 
O.Fischer from Theory department)

Analaysis Overview

Aim look at sensitivity using all decays in simulated data

Only studied
p
s = 240 GeV events

Assume
R
L = 5 ab�1

Using Z ! ee, µµ, bb and qq channels

Delphes simulation

Backgrounds dilepton (Z), ZZ , WW and ZH

Some diagrams not included in ZZ and WW samples
labelled ’WZ ’

I WIP b-tagging needs fixing with this sample

Will need dedicated four fermion samples with
interference, but not expected to make a large difference
to results

SM ZH ! ⌫⌫⌫⌫ treated as a background when
determining limits

Taus not studies yet but could be useful in reducing
backgrounds
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Mmiss, MZ cut, Zoom
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FCC-ee Simulation (Delphes)
-1 = 240.0 GeV,   L = 5 abs

 inv.) = 100%→ ee, Br(H→Z 
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Range shown is is used in the fit
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Results SM fit
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0.125%± 0.22%± 0.244%± 0.373%± 0.095%±

Floating SM signal
100% measurement possible
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Reach SM precision of ≃ 0.1% 

HWW and HZZ signal strengths measured at 
once in DIS, excellent precision on Hcc

HH ! bb̄⌧⌧ : Results (2/2)

- Discovery significance:

• bb̄⌧lep⌧had: Z = 5.25

• bb̄⌧had⌧had: Z = 1.85

• bb̄⌧lep⌧had: Z = 7.42

11

Higgs pair production: HEFT diagrams

SM leading-order diagrams
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HH in bb+tt using ML techniques à reach precision of 5%HH ! bb̄⌧⌧ : Results (2/2)

- Discovery significance:

• bb̄⌧lep⌧had: Z = 5.25

• bb̄⌧had⌧had: Z = 1.85

• bb̄⌧lep⌧had: Z = 7.42
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ZH, H->invisible

To be presented at HiggsPair

Presented at multiple conferences 

Eur. Phys. J. C (2022) 82:40

All of this and more reported at the FCC 
Physics Workshop Feb 2022

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1001391/
https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.1140/epjc/s10052-021-09967-z


Detector and accelerator technology developments 

19/5/22Monica D'Onofrio, HEP meeting5

Considerable level of R&D specific for FCC detectors is already on-going (also within ECFA)
• FCC-ee/eh/hh detectors: Experiment Concepts documented in CDRs and beyond 

• Accelerator challenges: advanced studies on high-field magnets (hh) and Energy Recovery Linac (eh) 

FCC-ee: Two main detector concepts CLIC-Like 
Detector (CLD) and Innovative Detector for Electron-
positron Accelerator (IDEA):

@Liv: HVCMOS studies, gaseous cooling (Joost, Tim..)

FCC-eh: scaled up version of proposed LHeC detector, 
symmetric if hosting pp and ep at the same time
@Liv: studies with ERL (Max, Ben Hounsell PhD Acc.)
+ dual detector (eh/hh) and layout 

FCC-hh: Largest challenge is 
that radiation levels go well 
beyond what any currently 
available microelectronics 
can survive (≲ MGy)
See also my talk @ FCC-Italy

https://agenda.infn.it/event/29752/contributions/162652/attachments/89247/119831/FCCRome_FCChh.pdf


PPAP recommendations on FCC: synergies 

19/5/22Monica D'Onofrio, HEP meeting6
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the HL-LHC. The 2020 ESPP recommends that ‘full physics potential’ of the LHC in this area
‘should be exploited’. Operating at a luminosity of 2⇥ 1033cm2s�1, from 2022 the Upgrade I LHCb
detector will accumulate a factor five more data with further consolidation work for seen during
Long Shutdown 3. The measurements driving the B anomalies include those from angular analysis
of B0

! K
(⇤0)

µ
+
µ
� and tests of lepton flavour universality: RK and RK⇤ . If the current central

values hold, the Upgrade I dataset could establish lepton flavour universality violation. For the
Upgrade I detector the UK has made major contributions to the particle identification, vertex
detector and trigger. A second major upgrade (Upgrade II) is planned for the early 2030s to fully
exploit the HL-LHC era by running a factor of five or more higher in luminosity allowing to collect
a luminosity of 300 fb�1 and is discussed in Section 5.1.

The continued flat cash in the core programme coupled with growth elsewhere has led to a
decrease in the resource available for the current and HL-LHC activity. In particular, operational
and data analysis e↵ort has been eroded. This has now reached a floor level in the 2019-2022
experimental particle physics Consolidated Grants round below which further reduction would be
inconsistent with the priority given to LHC exploitation in both the European and UK strategy.

Recommendation 4.1: The HL-LHC remains the highest priority for the UK commu-
nity, with direct involvement from a large fraction of the experimental community; this,
coupled with the large investments so far, mean that the UK must continue to give
strong support to the ATLAS, CMS and LHCb upgrades, and their commissioning,
and to the exploitation of the current and upgraded experiments, thereby maintaining
its leadership in the LHC program.

4.2 Future colliders

High energy colliders provide direct access to the energy frontier and this area retains the largest
active UK involvement in the current programme and with the largest fraction of institutes interested
in its future plans. The proposed possible future collider options (including their running energies)
have their own specific physics objectives, and could be discussed class-by-class. Since the various
Future Circular Collider (FCC) options proposed by CERN have several common aspects to be
considered, we consider the costs and timescales as part of a single programme for the purposes of
this document. This does not imply that, for instance, the FCC-hh requires an FCC-ee in order to
proceed. Pressures to economise and to leverage the maximum return on investment also encourage
a more holistic view when making choices for the UK.

Recommendation 4.2 The UK community shares the vision of the European Strategy
document to prepare an electron-positron Higgs factory as the highest-priority next
collider; and a future hadron collider with sensitivity to energy scales an order of
magnitude higher than the LHC. The latter requires development studies to address
the associated technological and environmental challenges and opportunities. The UK
community should establish a unified future high energy collider programme to be well
positioned in a 20+ year plan for future accelerators.

This overarching programme should be built around existing UK strengths, including in physics
exploitation, to inform instrument design and construction. This programme may present oppor-
tunities for new funding, but if budgets remain tight then consideration should be given where
possible to supported activities that provide leverage with more than one of the facilities under
consideration by the UK.
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4.2.1 Future e
+
e
� colliders

The UK view aligns with the conclusions of the 2020 ESPP listed above that a natural and highest
priority next collider is an electron-positron Higgs factory. Several important precise measurements
require a lepton collider with threshold of about 250 GeV, for example the measurement of the
Higgs width, access to Higgs couplings to second generation fermions and probing for Higgs BSM.
Further motivations of lepton colliders lie around higher-precision EW and flavour physics (Z and
WW thresholds), precision measurements of top mass and width, and top-Higgs couplings. The
latter requires centre-of-mass energies above that planned for circular electron-positron colliders but
with would be reachable with future linear options. Higher-energy running opens further sensitivity
to BSM scenarios.

These physics interests are common among the electron-positron collider proposals CepC, FCC-
ee, and ILC, all of which have UK community interest and existing activity, with several institutes
involved in more than one of the projects. The CLIC project featured in the previous European
strategy and also shared these common interests and has UK community involvement and leadership
in accelerator and detector development.

The common interests of all projects are reflected in the accelerator and detector technologies of
all designs. In particular, accelerator R&D and beam delivery as well as CMOS MAPS technologies
are mentioned, as well as UK expertise in trigger and data acquisition (DAQ), tracking, calorimetry
and Grid computing. The requirements on detectors for any of the three putative e

+
e
� collider

projects are similar and would permit a more generic approach of the R&D detector e↵orts.
For all projects, the next major challenges are to establish international agreements and funding.

Though there was funding for the ILC in the past, none of the projects has dedicated funding within
the UK. Work is ongoing at a low-level through general detector R&D funds.

The various e
+
e
� projects are in di↵erent R&D phases with first physics expected between

around 2035 and 2045. The ILC published a TDR in 2013 focused on the 250-500 GeV option
(extendable to 1 TeV), and is now in a phase which is preparatory to requesting approval. Recently,
a proposal for a pre-lab structure has been released and endorsed by ICFA. The FCC-ee is entering
a feasibility study phase, as recommended by the 2020 ESPP. Both FCC-ee and the ILC are
endorsed in the European Strategy’s recommendations. UK e

+
e
� collider activities should therefore

be supported to ensure broad engagement with the future options (CepC, FCC-ee, ILC, CLIC), so
as to allow agility at the point where one of the facilities is realised.

Recommendation 4.3: The UK should engage in the realisation and exploitation of
a future high-energy e

+
e
� facility. Investment in appropriate R&D on detector and

accelerator technologies/systems that capitalises on current UK strengths will position
us to take a leading role in e

+
e
� collider physics. Where possible, the programme should

provide leverage with more than one of the facilities under consideration by the UK.

4.2.2 Future Circular Collider

The community consultation prompted three submissions on the FCC, reflecting the possible uses
of a 100 km FCC tunnel at CERN: FCC-hh, FCC-eh and FCC-global, which includes the FCC-ee
option detailed above. Overall, there is broad community interest in the FCC projects, with most
institutes interested in more than one option.

The FCC is clearly central to the European and UK planning. It could be realised with an initial
FCC-ee, or could proceed directly to an FCC-hh if another e+e� project goes ahead elsewhere, as
recognised in the 2020 ESPP recommendations. There is a need for the UK to act now to be well
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positioned in the FCC multi-decade programme.
The hadron-collider phase of the FCC will it allow to collect an unprecedented proton-proton

collision dataset in a decade of operations, with a centre of mass energy almost 8 times higher
than that of the current LHC. It will also o↵er the possibility to have concurrent electron-proton
collisions exploiting the addition of an electron beam produced through ERL technology.

The 100-TeV proton-proton collider o↵ers several unique possibilities for a breakthrough in PP,
such as precise measurements of the Higgs (triple) self-coupling, projected to be measured to 5%;
quartic Higgs self-coupling at any level; direct searches for new physics, with the possibility to
extend by an order of magnitude the LHC sensitivity above the EW symmetry-breaking scale.

FCC-hh requires technology far beyond the current state-of-the-art such as highly integrated low-
mass and radiation-tolerant detector systems; substantially increased on-detector data processing
and intelligence; development of new thin superconducting magnet technologies; and entirely new
methods of controlling, powering and gathering data from billions of detector channels. This must
build on the current expertise being deployed for the HL-LHC. Existing UK strengths on physics
exploitation should be exploited to inform instrument design and construction.

In accelerator physics, work on enabling technologies such as high-field superconducting magnets
should proceed involving the e↵orts of national labs, the community, and experts in HTS technology
from industry and academia. The UK is also well placed to take a lead role in understanding the
FCC-hh radiation environment given expertise developed through STFC investments to both the
LHC and HL-LHC.

Recommendation 4.4: The UK community should identify a sub-set of key areas of
technology that align with initiatives at CERN and will be informed by appropriate
physics studies, that will allow the UK to capitalise on the expertise acquired through
the HL-LHC construction and beyond, to carry forward its leading role to the FCC-
hh.

Energy-frontier Deep Inelastic Scattering (DIS) can be realised through an ERL that would
produce 60 GeV electrons to collide with the FCC hadron beams. It would deliver lepton-proton
(ion) collisions with centre of mass energies in the range 0.8-3.5 TeV per nucleon, giving unique
opportunities in terms of: QCD discoveries (e.g. physics at high and low-x); study of EW and
vector boson fusion (VBF) production and forward objects; Higgs physics; Beyond SM searches
(e.g. long-lived particles, heavy neutrinos, dark sectors). For the near and mid-term, the required
work to prepare for a possible FCC-eh can essentially be undertaken in the context of the FCC-hh
preparations. The physics programme has synergies with that of the FCC-hh allowing to further
boost the FCC-hh potential. In terms of detectors, synergy with FCC-hh and FCC-ee in technologies
is expected and should be exploited. Several aspects are common with precise detectors for e+e�

and pp (e.g. CMOS Si technology and Si-W calorimetry).
On the accelerator side, ERL is considered green technology while allowing for the production

of intense high energy electron beams and the UK has good expertise in this area. The PERLE
Collaboration, with strong UK leadership, is currently developing and building a 500 MeV machine
as demonstrator of this technology and it aims for start of operations in 2025.

Recommendation 4.5: As an adjunct to the FCC-hh studies, feasibility studies to
inform accelerator and detector technology options for FCC-eh should be pursued
by the UK focusing on common elements of the possible future facilities and their
experiments.
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ERL technology potentially 
relevant for FCC-ee to reach 
highest energy 

Tracking and calorimeters 
technologies might serve more 
than one e+e- facility  

Common aspects for ee/eh and 
for pp/eh 

Common aspects for ee and EIC

A lot to exploit! 



FCC-eh
Since Granada 2019, schedule 

shifted by few years

Other proposals came out or were 
corroborated in the mean time, e.g.:  

e+e- US options (C3, HELENA)
pp @ 27 TeV (in US)

µ+µ- collider

Liverpool already contributing 
substantially to physics, detector 

and accelerator developments 
Open mind but also targeted

approach will be needed

Taking this from a certain year 1:

Some final remarks


